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Measuring polynomial invariants of multiparty quantum states
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We present networks for directly estimating the polynomial invariants of multiparty quantum states under
local transformations. The structure of these networks is closely related to the structure of the invariants
themselves and this lends a physical interpretation to these otherwise abstract mathematical quantities. Spe-
cifically, our networks estimate the invariants under local unitary (LU) transformations and under stochastic
local operations and classical communication (SLOCC). Our networks can estimate the LU invariants for
multiparty states, where each party can have a Hilbert space of arbitrary dimension and the SLOCC invariants
for multiqubit states. We analyze the statistical efficiency of our networks compared to methods based on
estimating the state coefficients and calculating the invariants.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.69.052304 PACS number(s): 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Ud, 03.65.Ta
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement is a key resource in quantum information
and computation since it can be used to perform tasks such
as teleportation, superdense coding, and key distribution.
Therefore, it is important to find ways of classifying and
quantifying the entanglement properties of quantum states.
Central to this is the idea that locally invariant quantities can
be used to characterize entanglement. Invariants under local
unitary (LU) and more general transformations, such as, sto-
chastic local operations and classical communication
(SLOCC), have been extensively studied in this context
[1–13].
However, invariants are rather abstract mathematical ob-
jects and it is natural to ask whether any physical meaning
can be given to them. One way of doing this is to investigate
how these quantities might be measured given a number of
copies of an unknown state. This could be done by simply
measuring the coefficients of the state and then calculating
the invariants. However, finding procedures to measure the
invariants directly may be more efficient and also lends the
invariants a physical interpretation as “collective observ-
ables” of the state.
For bipartite pure states, the Schmidt coefficients are a
complete set of LU invariants and optimal protocols for mea-
suring them were given in Ref. [14]. Also, in Ref. [15] a
method was given for estimating the polynomial SLOCC
invariants of a general two-qubit state.
In this paper we present networks for estimating two
classes of polynomial invariants for multiparty states: the LU
invariants for multiparty states with arbitrary local Hilbert-
space dimension and the SLOCC invariants for multiqubit
states. In both cases, the protocol works for both pure and
mixed states. In particular, the structure of the networks re-
flects the structure of the invariants in a very simple way.
In Sec. II, we review the construction of local invariants
under LU transformations. We merely sketch the theory of
polynomial invariants here and no proofs of the results are
given. The interested reader can find the mathematical details
in Refs. [16,17]. In Sec. III, the networks for measuring these
invariants are presented. We then turn to invariants under
SLOCC transformations, reviewing their construction in Sec.
IV and presenting networks to measure them in Sec. V. In
order to construct the networks for SLOCC invariants we
make use of the structural physical approximation (SPA) to
nonphysical maps introduced in Ref. [18]. The relevant de-
tails of this are presented in Sec. VI. Finally, in Sec. VII we
evaluate estimation protocols based on our networks by com-
paring them to simple techniques based on estimating the
state coefficients.
II. POLYNOMIAL INVARIANTS UNDER LU
TRANSFORMATIONS
A. Pure states
Two n-party pure states ucl , uc8lP ^ j=1
n Cdj are equivalent
under LU transformations if
uc8l = U1 ^ U2 ^ fl ^ Unucl , s1d
where Uj PUsdjd is a unitary operation acting on the Hilbert
space of the jth party. States on the same orbit under this
action have the same entanglement properties. Given a
particular state, we might be interested in determining
which orbit it belongs to. This can be done by establishing
a canonical point on each orbit, such as the Schmidt form
for bipartite states. However, canonical forms rapidly be-
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come more complicated as the number of parties is in-
creased. Alternatively, we can construct polynomial func-
tions of the state coefficients that are invariant on each
orbit. Theorems from invariant theory guarantee that a
finite set of such polynomials is enough to distinguish the
generic orbits under this action. We now review the con-
struction of such a set.
1. One party
Consider the state ucl=oi=1
d aiuil in a single party Hilbert
space Cd, where huilj is an orthonormal basis. The only inde-
pendent invariant under unitary transformations of this state
is the norm kc ucl. This may be written as
kcucl = o
i
aiai
*
= o
i,j
aidi
ja j
*
, s2d
where di
j is the Kronecker delta. di
j is the Usdd invariant
tensor and invariants for larger numbers of parties are
formed by similar contractions of the state coefficients with
their complex conjugates.
2. Two qubits
As an example, consider a two-qubit state ucl
=oi,j=0
1 aijuijl. There is only one independent quadratic in-
variant, which is simply the norm of the state. However, at
quartic order we find the following invariant, which is alge-
braically independent of the norm,
J = o ai1j1ai2j2di1i3di2i4d j1j4d j2j3ai3j3* ai4j4* =o ai1j1ai2j2ai1j2* ai2j1* .
s3d
For two qubits, we know that this is the only other indepen-
dent invariant because every state has a canonical Schmidt
form ucl=˛pu00l+˛1− pu11l, with 1/2ł pł1 and J=2sp2
− pd+1 determines p uniquely.
Another useful way of representing the invariant is to de-
fine two permutations s ,t on the set h1,2j where s is the
identity permutation and ts1d=2,ts2d=1. Then
Jss,td = o ai1j1ai2j2aiss1djts1d* aiss2djts2d* . s4d
This also suggests a diagrammatic way of representing the
invariant ssee Fig. 1d.
3. General case
A multipartite pure state can be written in terms of an
orthonormal basis as follows:
ucl = o
i,j,k. . .
aijk. . .uijkfll . s5d
A general polynomial function of the state coefficients and
their complex conjugates can be written as
o ci1j1k1fli2j2k2flirjrkrfl ai1j1k1flai2j2k2flflairjrkrfl* fl . s6d
If the polynomial s6d has equal numbers of a’s and a*’s and
all the indices of the a’s are contracted using the invariant
tensor d with those of the a*’s, each index being contracted
with an index corresponding to the same party then the poly-
nomial is manifestly invariant under LU transformations.
Such polynomials can be written in terms of permutations
on the indices. Let r be the degree of the polynomial in a
(and hence also the degree in a*). Let s ,t ,m. . . be permuta-
tions acting on the set h1,2 , . . . ,rj and let sW = ss ,t ,m , . . .d.
Then the invariants can be written as
JsW = o ai1j1k1flai2j2k2flflaiss1djts1dkms1dfl* aiss2djts2dkms2dfl* fl .
s7d
In fact, s can always be chosen to be the identity permuta-
tion by permuting the a terms in this expression, provided
the remaining permutations are redefined appropriately. Ad-
ditionally, each JsW can be associated with a diagram con-
structed in the same way as Fig. 1.
The invariants JsW are enough to completely distinguish the
generic orbits under LU transformations. In fact, invariant
theory guarantees that only a finite collection of them are
needed to do this. However, except in a few simple cases, it
is unknown which JsW invariants form minimal complete sets.
B. Mixed states
Two mixed states r ,r8 are equivalent under LU transfor-
mations if
r8 = U1 ^ U2 ^ fl ^ UnrU1† ^ U2† ^ fl ^ Un†. s8d
The LU invariants for mixed states can be derived by rewrit-
ing the pure state invariants s7d in terms of the density matrix
r= uclkcu and noting that the resulting expressions are still
invariant under LU transformations for general density ma-
trices. This can be done by noting that terms such as
ai1j1flai2j2fl
* are elements of the density matrix. A general
density matrix may be written in terms of an orthonormal
basis as
r = o rmnp. . .ijkfl uijkfllkmnp fl u , s9d
and the corresponding expression for an LU invariant is
JsW = o riss1djts1dkms1dfli1j1k1fl riss2djts2dkms2dfli2j2k2fl flrissrdjtsrdkmsrdflirjrkrfl . s10d
III. MEASURING INVARIANTS UNDER LU
TRANSFORMATIONS
Network construction
The general construction of the network used to measure
the LU invariants is shown in Fig. 2. It generalizes networks
FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the quartic two-qubit
LU invariant J, given in Eq. (4). The first index of each term is
represented by a circle and the second by a square. A line joins
indices that are contracted with a d.
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for estimating functionals of bipartite states given in Refs.
[15,19,20]. To measure an LU invariant of degree r in a (and
also degree r in a*) we take r copies of the unknown state r.
In addition, we take a single qubit in the state u0l and apply
a Hadamard rotation H to transform the state to s1/˛2dsu0l
+ u1ld. In the next step, we apply a unitary operation U on the
r copies of r controlled by the Hadamard rotated qubit. Fi-
nally we perform a measurement on the single qubit in the
hu0l , u1lj basis. The expectation value of this measurement
will be
kZl = RefTrsUr^rdg . s11d
When r= uclkcu is a pure state then this is equivalent to
kZl = Rekcu^rUucl^r. s12d
In order to determine networks for measuring the LU invari-
ants, it only remains to show that there is a U such that the
invariants can be expressed in the form s11d.
To do this for pure states, we have to express polynomials
of the form (7) in the form of Eq. (12). First, we note that
aijkfl= kijkfl ucl, aijkfl* = kc u ijkfll, and to each permutation
s in Eq. (7) we associate a permutation matrix
Ps = o
i1,i2,. . .,ir=1
d
uiss1diss2dflissrdlki1i2 fl iru , s13d
where Ps acts on the Hilbert space of the same party for each
of the r copies of the state ucl. Then to each sW we associate
the permutation matrix
PsW = Ps ^ Pt ^ Pm ^ fl , s14d
where Ps , Pt , Pm , . . . act on the Hilbert space of the same
party as s ,t ,m , . . . in Eq. s7d on each of the r copies of the
state. Then Eq. s7d can be written as
JsW = kcu^rPsW ucl^r. s15d
Note that the tensor product that appears in this equation is
different from that of Eq. s14d. Each component of the prod-
uct in Eq. s14d acts on the Hilbert space of a single party
across all the r copies of the state in Eq. s15d. Since PsW is
unitary these invariants can be estimated with the network in
Fig. 2 by setting U= PsW to obtain the real part and U= iPsW to
obtain the imaginary part. For the specific example of the
two-qubit invariant s3d we have
Jss,td = kcuA1B1kcuA2B2IA1A2 ^ SWAPB1B2uclA1B1uclA2B2.
s16d
Note also that the physical construction of PsW is closely re-
lated to the diagram associated with JsW scompare Figs. 1 and
3, for exampled.
Finally, note that if r is a mixed state then applying the
same procedure without modification will give the invariants
of Eq. (10).
It has previously been noted [6] that all homogeneous
polynomial LU invariants are determined by the expectation
values of two observables on r copies of a state. Here, we
have given an explicit network for measuring these observ-
ables. Also, similar constructions can be made to estimate
other polynomial functionals of quantum states [20] and
these can be modified to enable the estimation to proceed by
local operations and classical communication (LOCC) [21],
i.e., with no collective operations over the n parties. A simi-
lar modification would enable the LU invariants to be esti-
mated by LOCC, but this would affect the efficiency of the
estimation discussed in Sec. VII B.
IV. POLYNOMIAL INVARIANTS UNDER SLOCC
When attempting to classify entanglement, it is often use-
ful to consider invariants under local transformations that are
more general than unitary transformations. An important
class of transformations, SLOCC was introduced in Ref.
[22]; and invariants under SLOCC were studied in Refs.
[7–13]. In Sec. V we construct a network to measure the
modulus squared of these invariants for the case where each
party has a single qubit [i.e., the Hilbert space is sC2d^n].
A. Pure states
Two n-party pure states ucl and uc8l are equivalent under
SLOCC if it is possible to obtain uc8l with nonzero probabil-
ity via a sequence of LOCC starting from a single copy of
ucl and vice versa. In Ref. [23], this criterion was shown to
be equivalent to
uc8l = M1 ^ M2 ^ fl ^ Mnucl , s17d
where Mj PGLsdjd is an invertible linear transformation
acting on the dj-dimensional Hilbert space of the jth party.
FIG. 2. General construction of network to measure polynomial
LU invariants.
FIG. 3. Network for measuring the two-qubit quartic
invariant.
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In what follows, we find polynomial invariants for the
special case where Mj PSLs2d, i.e., the transformation has
unit determinant and each party has a single qubit. Networks
to determine the modulus squared of these invariants will be
given in Sec. V. Note that it is not possible to measure the
SLs2dn invariants directly because they are not invariant un-
der global phase transformations ucl→eiuucl, which have no
physical significance. It is for this reason that we instead
measure the modulus squared, which is invariant under these
phase transformations.
Under general GLs2dn transformations, the polynomial
SLs2dn invariants are still invariant up to a multiplicative
factor, which is just some power of the determinant of M1
^ M2 ^ fl ^ Mn. Thus, ratios of appropriate powers of these
polynomials will be invariants under GLs2dn.
1. Two qubits
In order to illustrate the polynomial invariants under
SLs2dn, first consider the case where n=2. Two states ucl
=o j,k=1
2 a jkujkl and uc8l=o j,k=12 a8jkujkl satisfy Eq. (17) if
a8 = M1aM2
T
. s18d
This means that detsad=detsa8d is an SLs2d3SLs2d invari-
ant, since detsM1d=detsM2d=1. This may be written as
det a = o ei1i2e j1j2ai1j1ai2j2, s19d
where the totally antisymmetric tensor eij is the SLs2d in-
variant tensor. For two-qubit pure states, all other
SLs2d3SLs2d invariants that can be constructed are alge-
braically dependent on this one.
2. General case
The SLs2dn invariants can be constructed in a similar way
to the LU invariants except the invariant tensor is now eij,
and we contract a’s with a’s instead of a*’s. Thus, polyno-
mials of the form
KsW = o
1
2
ei1i2e j1j2ek1k2 fl eir−1ire jr−1jrekr−1kraiss1djts1dkms1dfl
3aiss2djts2dkms2dfl fl aissrdjtsrdkmsrdfl s20d
are manifestly invariant and all other invariants are algebra-
ically dependent on these f16g. Note that it is straightforward
to generalize this construction to the case where each party
has a d-dimensional Hilbert space by contracting with the
SLsddn invariant tensor ei1i2. . .id instead of eij. However, it
is not yet clear how to measure these invariants because
the effect of the higher rank e tensors cannot be physically
implemented by linear transformations on states.
B. Mixed states
In general, two mixed states r ,r8 are equivalent under
SLOCC if there exists two completely positive maps E1 ,E2
which are implementable via LOCC with nonzero probabil-
ity of success such that r8=E1srd and r=E2sr8d. In order to
derive invariants using the expressions from the preceding
section, we will restrict to the case where r and r8 are related
by
r8 = M1 ^ M2 ^ fl ^ MnrM1† ^ M2† ^ fl ^ Mn†
s21d
with Mj PSLs2d. The resulting expressions may not be in-
variant under more general SLOCC transformations, but
are related to important quantities in entanglement theory
as described in Sec. IV C
Unlike the LU invariants, it is clear that Eq. (20) cannot
be written simply in terms of the coefficients of the density
matrix r= uclkcu. However, uKsW u2 can be written as follows:
uKsW u2 = o
1
2
ei1i2e j1j2ek1k2 fl eir−1ire jr−1jrekr−1kr
3em1m2en1n2ep1p2 fl emr−1mrenr−1nrepr−1pr
3r
mss1dnts1dpms1dfl
iss1djts1dkms1dfl r
mss2dnts2dpms2dfl
iss2djts2dkms2dfl fl r
mssrdntsrdpmsrdfl
issrdjtsrdkmsrdfl
s22d
and these will also be SLs2dn invariants for mixed states.
C. Examples of SL2n invariants
The KsW invariants are especially interesting in entangle-
ment theory because many important entanglement measures
can be easily calculated from them. For example, in the case
of two qubits, the concurrence [24] is defined as a simple
function of the eigenvalues of rr˜, where
r˜ = sy ^ syr
Tsy ^ sy , s23d
and T stands for transpose in the computational basis. These
eigenvalues can be calculated from Trfsrr˜dmg for m
=1,2 ,3 ,4, which are simply the moduli squared of KsW
invariants. In Ref. f15g, networks were constructed to es-
timate these invariants for two qubits and we will gener-
alize this construction to KsW invariants for larger number
of parties.
Another interesting example is the 3-tangle [25,26],
which is defined for pure states as the modulus of the fol-
lowing three-qubit KsW invariant.
t3 = o
1
2
ai1j1k1ai2j2k2ei1i3e j1j3ek1k4ei2i4e j2j4ek2k3a
i3j3k3ai4j4k4.
s24d
The 3-tangle gives information about the genuine three-party
entanglement between the qubits.
Finally, note that the KsW invariants can be given similar
diagrammatic representations to the JsW invariants. This is il-
lustrated for the 3-tangle in Fig. 4.
V. MEASURING SLOCC INVARIANTS
The modulus squared of the SLOCC invariants can be
measured using a network similar to Fig. 2 except that the
unknown states r must be preprocessed prior to the
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controlled-U operation. If KsW is of degree r in a then we will
need r copies of r. The preprocessing stage will consist of
collective unitary operations and completely positive maps
that act on the entire Hilbert space of the r copies of r. The
resulting state r8, will yield the expectation value
kZl = RefTrsUr8dg s25d
for the measurement at the end of the network. In this sec-
tion, we describe the preprocessing operations and unitary
operations U that enable the modulus squared of the SLOCC
invariants to be written in this form.
First, we apply the inverse of the permutation matrix as-
sociated with sW to the r copies of r to obtain PsW
†r^rPsW .
The second, and final, part of the preprocessing stage is to
apply a completely positive map L¯ to the state. To describe
L we first define the multiparty analog of Eq. (23):
r˜ = sy ^ sy ^ fl ^ syrTsy ^ sy ^ fl ^ sy . s26d
Next, we define a map L that acts on a product of r states by
applying the tilde operation to the even numbered states as
follows:
Lsr1 ^ r2 ^ fl ^ rrd = r1 ^ r˜2 ^ r3 ^ fl ^ r˜r,
s27d
where each r j is an n-party state.
Unfortunately, L cannot be physically implemented, since
it is not a completely positive map. This can be dealt with by
using the SPA to L, which we will call L¯ . L¯ is the “closest”
physical map to L. This is discussed in Sec. VI, but for now
we construct the network as if L could be implemented per-
fectly.
The final preprocessed state r8 will be
r8 = LsPsW
†r^rPsWd . s28d
Next, the controlled U operation in our network must be
chosen such that kZl= uKusW
2 when r8 is used as the input. One
can easily verify that the pairwise SWAP gate, defined by
Uuf1l ^ uf2l ^ fl ^ ufr−1l ^ ufrl
= uf2l ^ uf1l ^ fl ^ ufrl ^ ufr−1l , s29d
where uf jl is an n-party state fulfills this condition.
VI. THE STRUCTURAL PHYSICAL APPROXIMATION
The L operation encountered in the preceding section is
an example of a positive, but not completely positive map.
These cannot be implemented exactly, but instead we can
apply an approximation.
L¯ srd = aI + bLsrd , s30d
where I is the identity operator and a ,b are real positive
constants chosen such that L¯ is completely positive. If we fix
a and b such that L¯ is trace preserving and b is maximized,
then the results of Ref. f18g imply that
L¯ srd =
2s3/2dnr
2s3/2dnr + 1
I
2nr
+
1
2s3/2dnr + 1
Lsrd , s31d
where n is the number of qubits in each copy of the state and
r is the degree of the KsW for which we are estimating the
modulus squared.
On replacing L with L¯ in our network the expectation
value of the Z measurement still allows the modulus squared
of the KsW invariant to be determined via
uKsW u2 = s2s3/2dnr + 1dkZl − 2nr. s32d
However, the SPA does affect the accuracy to which the
invariant is determined. This is discussed further in the fol-
lowing section. Additionally, in Ref. f21g, it is shown that
this sort of SPA can be implemented by LOCC. Thus, the
SLOCC invariants could also be estimated by LOCC, but the
efficiency discussed in Sec. VII B would be affected.
VII. EVALUATION
The main aim of the protocols presented in Secs. III and
V is to provide a physical interpretation for the polynomial
invariants. However, we have not yet addressed the question
of how efficient these measurement protocols are. In this
section, we compare the efficiency of our protocols to proto-
cols based on simply measuring the state coefficients and
calculating the invariants. We use unbiased estimators based
on counting [27–29]. Also, we perform the analysis in the
limit where a large number of copies of the state have been
measured, so that the variances of the estimates are small and
can be treated to first order in all subsequent calculations. We
note that more sophisticated estimation procedures are also
possible [30], but our purpose here is to compare the net-
works to methods that are easily accessible experimentally.
Measuring the state coefficients would clearly be a more
straightforward procedure to perform experimentally than
using our network. Although more parameters have to be
determined, this does not necessarily mean that it is a less
efficient method for estimating the invariants than using our
networks. There are several quite general reasons why this
might be the case.
First, suppose that we are interested in measuring a com-
plete set of polynomial LU invariants for some unknown
state of n parties, where each party has a d-dimensional Hil-
bert space. In general, we do not know how many we would
need to measure, but parameter counting arguments [1–3]
show that the number of local degrees of freedom is linear in
FIG. 4. Diagrammatic representation of the 3-tangle. The first
index of each term is represented by a circle, the second by a
square, and the third by a triangle. A line joins indices that are
contracted with an e.
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n whereas the total number of degrees of freedom is expo-
nential in n. Thus, for large n almost all the degrees of free-
dom are nonlocal. Even for moderately sized n, there are
nearly as many algebraically independent invariants as there
are state coefficients [35]. In addition, the invariants are typi-
cally highly nonlinear functions of the state coefficients. For
these reasons, we expect that measuring a complete set of
invariants directly will generally not be more efficient than
measuring the state coefficients for large n. Similar consid-
erations also apply to the SLOCC invariants.
Despite these considerations, it may be the case that our
networks are more efficient if we are only interested in mea-
suring a small incomplete subset of the invariants. Also, they
may be more efficient for estimating complete sets when n is
small. For this reason, and for simplicity, we concentrate on
estimating two-qubit invariants in this section.
There are also other reasons why our protocols may not
be efficient. For example, our protocols only employ a two-
outcome measurement for each r copies of the state whereas
estimating the state coefficients uses a two-outcome mea-
surement on each copy. Also, for the KsW invariants, we will
see that using the SPA introduces a lot of noise into the
measurement. Nonetheless, there are still some cases where
using our networks is more efficient than estimating the state
coefficients.
A. Statistical analysis of the network
For a particular setup in our network we make repeated
measurements of an observable Z, with expectation value F
=TrsUr8d. Z is a random variable [36] with distribution
psZ = + 1d = 12 s1 + Fd ,
psZ = − 1d = 12 s1 − Fd . s33d
If we define the event Z= +1 as a success and set p
=PsZ= +1d then repeating the network N times is equivalent
to performing N Bernoulli trials. The number of successes Ns
is a random variable with a binomial distribution and its
expectation value is kNsl=Np= sN /2ds1+Fd. In an actual ex-
periment, the observed number of successes Nˆ s can be used
to compute an unbiased estimator for F, given by
Fˆ = 2
Nˆ s
N
− 1 s34d
with variance
varsFˆ d =
1
N
s1 − F2d . s35d
We are interested in determining how many trials are needed
in order for the estimate Fˆ to be reasonably accurate. Spe-
cifically, we would like to quantify how many trials are
needed to make the variance of varsFˆ dłe for some e.0. In
an experimental situation, we would not be able to calcu-
late varsFˆ d from our data, so we would have to estimate it
using the sample variance, varˆ sFˆ d. However, in the limit
N→‘ we can use the fact that varsFˆ d=OsN−1d and
varfvarˆ sFˆ dg=OsN−4d, i.e., varˆ sFˆ d converges to the true vari-
ance much faster than Fˆ converges to F so varˆ sFˆ d
<varsFˆ d. Thus, in this limit we have that
N *
1
e
s1 − F2d . s36d
Recall that for the LU invariants, the real and imaginary
parts of the invariant are estimated independently and that
each use of the network requires r copies of the state, where
r is the degree of the invariant in a. If we use the same
number of samples for estimating both the real and imagi-
nary parts then the total number of copies required is
M *
r
e
s2 − uJsW u2d . s37d
In some cases, we know a priori that the invariant is always
real or always imaginary. If this is the case, then we can
achieve the same accuracy with
M *
r
e
s1 − uJsW u2d . s38d
For the SLOCC invariants, each use of the network requires
r copies of the state, where r is the degree of the invariant in
a. Also the estimate of the invariant must take into account
the use of the SPA via Eq. s32d. In this case, the total number
of copies required is
M *
r
e
fs2s3/2dnr + 1d2 − suKsW u2 + 2nrd2g . s39d
Notice that the 23nr term will dominate the term in the square
bracket for large n and r. This is due to the noise introduced
into the measurement by the SPA.
B. Comparison to methods based on state estimation
In order to evaluate our protocols, we compare them to
methods based on estimating the density matrix of the state
and then calculating the invariants. We do this by estimating
each state coefficient using observations on single copies of
the state. This is known as homodyne tomography (see Ref.
[30] for an overview and also Refs. [27–29]). This is not the
optimal way of reconstructing the state in general [31], but it
will greatly simplify the analysis.
1. Example: Two-qubit LU invariants
A general two-qubit density matrix can be written as
r =
1
4SI2 ^ I2 + oj ajs j ^ I2 + oj bjI2 ^ s j + oj,k Rjks j ^ skD .
s40d
The two-qubit LU invariant s3d can be written in terms of
these coefficients as
J = TrsrB
2d =
1
2S1 + oj bj2D . s41d
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Each bj can be determined by simply performing a s j
measurement on Nj copies of Bob’s half of the state. The
probability distributions of the associated random variables
are given by
pss j = + 1d =
1
2 s1 + bjd ,
pss j = − 1d =
1
2 s1 − bjd . s42d
Thus, each bj can be estimated in the same way as F in
Eq. (34) and we have that
varsbˆ jd =
1 − bj
2
Nj
. s43d
We can then construct an estimator for J given by
Jˆ =
1
2S1 + oj bˆ j2D , s44d
which will be biased, but in the large Nj limit
varsJˆd < o
j
bj
2S1 − bj2Nj D s45d
to first order in varsbjd.
If we make the additional restriction that each observable
s j is sampled the same number of times (i.e., Nj =N /3) then
we must take
N *
3
e
o
j
bj
2s1 − bj
2d s46d
for our estimate to have variance /e.
One way to compare this to the result for our network is
to take an average over all pure states. If we assume that all
pure states are equally likely, i.e., integrate (Sec. VII B) and
Eq. (46) using Haar measure (for details see Ref. [32]), then
we find that on average we will need 3/2 times as many
copies of the state if we use the coefficient estimation
method. This is half of what one might expect from param-
eter counting alone, since three times as many parameters are
estimated in the state coefficient method. The factor of two is
explained by the fact that each use of our network uses two
copies of the state.
However, it is possible to find parameter ranges in which
the state coefficient method performs better than our net-
works. One such range is given by setting b1=b2=0 ,
−
˛3/5,b3,˛3/5. This illustrates the fact that parameter
counting does not always reflect the statistical efficiency of a
given protocol. Any partial information we have available
about the type of states being measured might change our
judgement of which protocol is more efficient.
2. Example: Two-qubit SLOCC invariants
For the two-qubit SLOCC invariants we take the qua-
dratic invariant (19) as an example. In terms of the decom-
position (40) this can be written as
uKu2 =
1
4F1 − oj saj2 + bj2d + ojk Rjk2 G . s47d
If we estimate this by measuring all 15 of the state coeffi-
cients an equal number of times then by a similar analysis
to the LU case we find that we need at least
N *
15
4eFoj faj2s1 − aj2d + bjs1 − bj2dg
+ o
jk
Rjk
2 s1 − Rjk
2 dG s48d
copies of the state to get a variance /e.
Taking averages, one finds that fewer copies are needed in
the state coefficient protocol by a factor <53103 despite the
fact that many more parameters have to be estimated in this
protocol than when using our network. This is largely due to
the factor 212 that appears in Eq. (39), which arises from the
noise introduced by the SPA. This suggests that other esti-
mation and detection protocols based on the SPA [15,19]
may be less efficient than parameter counting arguments
would imply. In fact, there are no states for which our net-
work performs better than the coefficient estimation method.
Even in the best possible case for our network, the state
coefficient method requires fewer states by about three or-
ders of magnitude.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented networks for measuring the polyno-
mial invariants of quantum states under LU and SLOCC
transformations. The structure of these networks is closely
related to the structure of the invariants themselves and thus
gives the invariants a physical interpretation. Comparison of
these networks with methods based on estimating the state
coefficients indicate that the networks are of limited practical
use for estimating complete sets of invariants. Indeed, our
results suggest that any estimation procedure that employs
the SPA is statistically inefficient even when the number of
parties is small [37].
We know that no procedure for estimating invariants di-
rectly can outperform protocols based on estimating the state
coefficients as the number of parties is increased. For small
number of parties it seems that there can be some increase in
efficiency, but the optimal protocol is not known in general.
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